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The AS with p-carotene incorporated into the hydrophobic 

bilayer of phospholipid (DMPC or DMPC/PEA) resulted in 

the photosensitized reduction of MV2+ with less efficiency than 

AC-incorporated into the outer hydrophilic layer, but preven

ting the reverse reaction of electron transfer more effective

ly than the latter system. Also DMPC or PEA liposomes were 

observed to be more stable than any other phospholipid

liposomes. Thus, application of the model system, AS-p- 

carotene-DMPC appears to be feasible for the reduction of 

water to hydrogen in the presence of a certain catalyst, 

because the transient photoproducts (e.g., MVt) of electron

transfer reaction are stable engough to efficiently react with 
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The effects of molecular attraction and orientations for the energy mismatch variance, vibrational energy level and double

quantum transition, in the vibration-vibration energy exchange, have been considered. The contribution of molecular attrac

tion increases the exchange rate of the purely repulsive interaction, in general, significantly, but which becomes smaller as 

the temperature is increased. As the energy mismatch is increased, its contribution is also increased, but which is small. However, 

its contribution for the double-quantum transition is very paramount. At each orientation, the exchange rate constants have 

been calculated and compared with the results for rotational average, and it is found that the exchange rate is a strong func

tion of the orientation angles of colliding molecules. We have also discussed about the system having the strong interaction 

such as the hydrogen bond, and it is found that for this system the preferred orientation should be considered in order to 

calculate the exchange rates.

Introduction

The molecular attraction plays a crucial role in the 

vibration-vibration(W) energy transfer.' In particular, if there 

is a strong attraction, its importance is very significant.2-6 As 

colliding molecules approach each other, if they are not sym

metric thus cannot freely rotate, they must interact with the 

preferred orientation.7-8 But, if they are almost symmetric, 

there is no reason having the preferred orientation, so the col

liding molecules can freely rotate during the interaction. Such 

motions can seriously affect the magnitude of the overall in

teraction potential, thus influencing the processes of inter- 

molecular VV energy exchange. Therefore, it is important to 

consider the effects of molecular orientation on vibrational 
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energy transfer.

This paper treats these effects of molecular attraction and 

orientations, in particular, for the energy mismatch variance, 

vibrational energy level and double-quantum transition in the 

VV energy exchange. To treat these problems, we shall con

sider the vibrational energy exchange rate constants at dif

ferent molecular orientations using a Morse-type interaction 

potential. On the other hand, to examine the effect of the 

preferred orientation, we shall consider the system having the 

strong attraction such as hydrogen bond. Energy exchange 

rate constants will be formulated by solving the time

dependent Schrodinger equation of the interaction system for 

the evolution operator,10 which transforms the initial state 

|ip(/0)> of the interaction system into some final state at time 

시屮(f)〉. To show the temperature dependence of these effects, 

we shall carry out calculations over a temperature range of 

100-3000K.

Interaction Potentials

For the interaction of a diatomic molecules AB and CD, 

we shall assume the potential energy as a Morse type com

posed of four atom-atom interactions.9 That is,

U (r1(r2,-r3,r4)=^ Z U (rj (1)

4 i=l

where UJr.) = D{exp[(r；e- rt)/a] - 2 exp[(rie-ri)/2a]}= Urep + 

Uat(. Urep =Dexp[(r^-/,)/a], U成=-2D[(r(-e-r^!2a\t D and a are 

potential parameters, r/s are the distances between atoms; 

? = 1 or 2 represents the A..-C or A- -D interaction, and z = 3 

or 4 the B---C or B…D. These distances can then be approx

imated by ri = r-/iWi +^i)cos0i +y3(6?2 + ^2)cos02 and 

^ = ^-71(^1 + ^1^080! - y4(</2 + ^2)cose2,马=尸+〃01+归)"比仇 

+ y302+02)cos& and n=2+y2(di+q)cos伉 -y4W2 + ^2)cos02. 

Here, r is the relative separation between molecules 1 and 2 

and the equilibrium distances, rie's can be obtained by setting 

qv =q2 = o,毎=0项 and 02 = Qie, where 0,-Js are taken as the 

orientation angles at which 以r,)'s are minima. Here, q( is the 

vibrational coordinate of the zth molecule,必 its equilibrium 

value, Qi measures the orientation of it with respect to rt 

/i,2 = m&Mr% + mB) and y3,4 = mD,c/(mc + mD). Introducing these 

distances into eq.(l) and expanding exp 品qja)= 1 +牝価,,we 

take the repulsive part of eq.(l) in the form

Urefi=~D exp((rie-re)/aj 仇 exp〔 (j ~ Q/a〕

+/i exp[(re-r)/a] (^/a) cos 8、 

+A exp[(rc-r)/a] (q2/a) cos 们 

+/板 exp[(re-r)/a] (q^s/a2) cos 涉〔cos 02}

where, the angle-dependent functions are

代 =e(으u 어)+/«+‘시+e—어

h = 〔次으"？3)+疽们+3〕- y2 传1/3)+”12+霁〕

f2 =-/3〔凌宜3)+舛1+釦叮f /叶皿+疽-板心〕

fi2=~ 7i/3e[fli-03)+7lZ4e<«i+a*>+7273e(-Q!-°3,- 了”，'“*“ 

with Qi,2 = y,diCosS/& and Q%4= y(d2cos62/«. We can, then, 

take the attractive part as follows:

Uatt= -y D exp((ric-re)/2a] exp〔 (j 一 r)/%〕

+ & exp[(re-r)/2o](Qi/2a)cos 出

+g2 exp [(re-r)/2a] fe2/2a) cos

+g” exp[(re-r)/2a] (<j,<l2/4a2) cos 们 cos 们} (3)

where,

幻 = 为〔疽%73)〃+疽%+3/2〕_ 法 -예知+“’勺

g2 = ~ ?，3 [eIQ1-Q3，Z2H-e(fll+°4)/2J + y4 脸(-&23)/사_以-&+。4)/2〕

gu= - n으1+3/2+ y2y3e(-Qi-Q31Z2

Combining eqs.(2) and (3), we finally obtain the overall interac

tion energy by

U(T, Qi, q，2、们，们)=Urep^-Uatt=U0 (r, 0],们)

+ S(51,们,02)+l，2 S, s,们，们)+u” (r,心,s,们，^2)*

(4) 

For 사present VV energy exchange processes with 나le 

energy mismatch transferred to translation, 난le appropriate 

form of the total interaction energy obtained from the above 

approximation is

U(T,s,q，2,们，们)=Uo(n 们)+0“(r,饥勇2, 01,。2)(5) 

In the formulation of Uo and I", the quantities exp[(rie-rj/(z] 

and exp[(rie-re)/2(z] appear as shown above, we shall take 

rie -re = -(dt + d^l2a or exp[(r/e - r^/a] = exp[ - (dx + d시2硏.

The collision trajectory for the present system can be 

determined by solving the equation of motion written in the 

form

t=(*G七 J：〔E-爵)Tdr, 

where E is the relative kinetic energy and r0 is the point of 

closest approach(/ is taken to be zero at this point). For the 

potential function described by S(户，仇,0고), the integration can 

be done analytically to give

關叩〔으：〕=—-—음 --- ------------— ⑹

(EJ+K2) 去 { cosh〔 (§브) * (브)〕------- 츠一T

2必 ° (矽+K，)去

where,/= 妃服xp[-⑷ + 価2끼, K= 物Qgoexp[-(仏+仏)/如]. 

Using this expression, we can then convert U“(乙冬”如,伉，魚) 

into 山그(切1也2,伉岛).

Energy Exchange Rate Constants

The Hamiltonian of the collision system for W energy ex

change at different orientation is

H (i) = ；丿队尸房+ §1虬3位;+ §1虬(房席

+Uu (顷】，如们，务) (7)

which, in terms of ladder operators (aj, a,), can be written as

H (t) =Ka)x (商％ + -孑)+牝)2(房％ + ：)

+F(t,凱,魚)(c血+(订％+%(書 +%%)=矿 +汁(i) (8) 

where, F(t)= 见栅-勺(丿涉/£3132)-'씨。exp[(兀 一 Q/이 - 

0exp[(儿一尸)/2이}cos0icos0고, a= 偽fi2exp[-(d】+EJ/2기 and 

p = V2gl2 exp【一(』, + d시4a\. Here a}at and represent the 
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simultaneous excitation and de-excitation, respectively, of 

both molecules, so they will be discarded from the present 

study of W energy exchange processes. To formulate energy 

exchange probabilities, we now need to determine how the 

state of the interaction system changes in time. In order to 

give the time development of the system and to describe pro

cesses which involve a change in the vibrational state, we re

quire the state vector of the system |讽£)〉change in accord

ance with the Schrodinger equation of motion:

访"〉=hq)im〉・ (9)

To solve this equation, we look for a solution to the form

M = l0(io)>, (10)

where U(tM is a time evolution operator satisfying the 

equation

(11)

with the initial condition U(tOtto) =1- Equation (10) is of fun

damental importance to energy exchange problems, because 

it describes the evolution of the unperturbed initial state | 屮(侖)> 

after the perturbation is applied. Once this solution is found, 

the probability of finding any particular final state after 

the collision can then be expressed in the form

P：'：： = 艷 丨 泌 (t) 기』艷 I <«；% I

"(t,為)(12) 

where the initial state is |屮(侖)> =也z&>. The state vector |ip(/)> 

provides a complete description of the dynamics throughout 

the collision. According to Ref. 10, the evolution operator 

becomes

t i ft ~U{t, i0)=exp(- —)Texp[-^ / 月'(t)"〕 (13)

n n J%

Here T stands for the time ordered product, and 
店 (f) 그 的, 伉,02){血"exp[袍1-32)加 +如汀 exp[-他i-s同}. 

Then, if Ao)= aji-a)2, from eqs. (10) and (13), we have

|0 (t)〉= exp(-，W里)T exp {--^7 [ [ F (f,们,魚)exp

n n JtQ

(zzl + [ F(F,払，S)exp(T厶况')

J to

I (14)

If we take Zo= -00 and a measurement is made at a sufficiently 

long time latent-*00), from eq,(12), the pi obability of transi

tion from \vtv^> to |久鶴'〉is

P：： (E) = I〈祈％ |T exp〔一? f F(£, S,Hjexp 

vlv2 H J_8

(iAa)t)dt X 诺)〕\v{v2 > I2 (15)

The value of the integral is found by contour integration to be

i 「8 2 a)D
v / F0,们，务)exp (逆况)d£=

{acos h〔(¥)%△ a> (丸 - 8)〕+—^— (~~a -B、)

匕 厶cu a 2以 J

sin h〔(留)2 a厶 s Jr T»)〕} esc h〔(峯』)3 兀〕

X cos 们 cos B2=G (E,釦,务)， (16)

where b = cos"1 [ .Because of the time ordering,A ~riLJ 

explicit forms of probabilities cannot be obtained for the pre

sent system. According to the Ref. 11, however, the removal 

of the time ordering operator leads to an explicit expression, 

we shall write the probability in the form

V\V'2
P叩，2 旧 仇,。2)비〈幻©」exp〔TG (E, 仇, e2)

(茁％+。1破)〕I v.v2> I2' (17)

Then, after lengthy but straightforward operations by expand

ing

exp(- zG (a^a2 应)] = l-iG(Q*&+0i 时)-G2 (说勺+^勇诺尸

+ iG3 (aW& +a"肴)34-G4 (a^Oj +©苗- iGs (a^^+ajO^)5+ …, 

and using 난)e relation zz 十 g> 그 \/ v+I\v+l>, a\v> = \/~v\v-\> 

we obtain

厂叫，sin2"G cos”。，-" (18) 
(幻—n) !nj

We shall replace E in M;*(E) by the symmetrized energy 

瓦 = % IE处+&勺% 让., E$= 1 싸佰士 AE广where + for 

the exothermic case and - for the endothermic case. We shall 

introduce the impact parameter b in the probability expres

sion as E(l-b2!r*2), where r* is a constant distance chosen in 

the most important region of energy exchange. With the in

troduction of the energy symmetrization and impact 

parameter, we define the average of 峠登£3岛0) over Ef 

b. 0i and 02 as

vs v'9 1 rn r rc
⑴=4”*2(")2 I sin 心、丄 Sin 62d6i

I 2 사，db j：E 但, b)

exp(~E/kT)dE (19)

The integration will be carried out by use of Simpson's 1/3 

rule on a IBM computer. We converted the calculated values 

of P(T) to 난}e rate constants12 as

CZ(T)=ZF：：： (T)

= 2. 753X 1012 7셔" (三)去 P：：； (T) cm3/mol-sec

=4. 5708 X 10 ~12 r*2 (—-) 2 F ' " (T) cm3/molecule-sec, 
]丄 V1 v2

(20) 

where 卩 is the reduced mass in amu.

Results and Discussion

For numerical illustration, we have taken NJ히)+ 00) f 

N2(^-1) + O2(l) system. To calculate energy exchange rate 

constants, we use1314 D = 91.5k and a-1 = 4.75A-1. The energy 

level spacings and the values of the energy mismatch hE are 

determined using spectroscopic constants from Mizushima.15 

Using these values we first analyze the temperature depen

dence of the VV energy exchange rate constants for N2 

(v = 1) + O고。그 0)-*N2(v = 0) + O2(r = 1) in the range of 90 - 300K, 

which is shown in Figure 1. This figure shows that the VV 

energy exchange rate constants calculated from the Morse 

potential are significantly greater than those calculated 

using only the repulsive part of the potential. For example, 

at 295K, the rate constants are 2.136 x IO-17 and 6.046 x 10-18, 

respectivey. That is, at this temperature, the contribution of
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the VV energy exchange rate 

constant for N/D + OJOLNJ。)*。?⑴ in the range 90-300K. The 

solid curve represents the rate constants calculated from the Morse 

potential; the broken curve is from the purely repulsive interaction.

Figure 2. Dependence of the VV energy exchange rate constant for 

N血)+ ()2(0)-成血一 D + O2Q) on v at 295K. The solid curve is 

calculated from the Morse potential and the broken curve is from the 

purely repulsive interaction.

moecular attraction increases the predicted rate constant of 

the purely repulsive interaction by a factor 3.5; at 100K the 

effect is much greater(a factor as large as 11.7). This increase 

does not stem primarily from the attractive forces accelerating 

the two colliding particles toward each oth은r, but instead from 

the difference in the shapes of the potentials at low energies. 

Though the Morse potential decreases exponentially with r 

at very small distances, at distances approaching the poten

tial minimum, the rate of decrease is more rapid than exponen

tial. This is based on the assumption that the dominant 

contribution to the integral eq.(16) comes from the region of 

the classical turning point.16 Assuming that the colliding 

molecules approach along the z axis of our coordinate frame, 

the description in section (d( + ^Jlcos^il - W2 + ^2)|cos02| 

supposes that the change in potential energy due to a change 

in bond length varies as the projection of the bond axis along 

the collision axis. F(t) in eq. (16) can be also written in the form 

F(t)= V2/i(MiM2co1a)2)-,/2 (d2U/dqldq2y7f so the integral 

Eq.(16) is dependent on the steepness in the turning point. 

At low collision energies, the potential near the classical turn

ing point is steeper for the Morse potential than for the ex

ponential repulsive potential alone. Thi옹 provides a more 

sudden collision and thereby leads to a larger rate constant. 

At 3000K, however, the molecular attraction increases the 

predicted rate constant of the purely repulsive part of the 

potential by a factor 1.35 at best. As the temperature is in

creased, the average collision energy is increased significantly, 

thus the contribution of molecular attraction is decreased.

For two-quantum exchange fez：o(T), the contribution of 

molecular attraction is much greater than single-quantum W 

energy exchange; the ratios of the rate constants calculated 

from the Morse potential to those from purely repulsive part 

of potential are 5.02 and 1.51 at 295 and 3000K, respective

ly. Moreover, at 100K the ratio is 20.7 which is over an order 

of magnitude increase in the predicted rate constant. The tran

sition 2,0-*0,2 appears through 2,0~T”lf 0,2, that is, the 

single-quantum transitions twice. In order that the two- 

quantum transition appears, two molecxiles have to exist within 

the region of the collision for a sufficient time, that is, the time 

enough for at least two transitions. Thus, the effect of 

molecular attraction is very paramount for two-quantum ex

change.

The dependence of W energy exchange rate constants on 

v at 295K for the Morse-type interaction and the purely 

repulsive interaction, are shown in Figure 2. The ratios of the 

rate constant for the former to the latter are 3.49, 3.35 and 

3.12 for v = 2,5, and 10, respectively. This fact shows that the 

contribution of molecular attraction is nearly similar to all 

energy lev이s at 295K. At 3000K, the ratios are 1.36, 1.35, 

and 1.31 for v = 2, 5, and 10, respectively; that is, at high 

temperature, the ratios are smaller than at low temperature 

but those are also similar for all energy level* On the other 

hand, for the system involving the dipole-dipole interaction 

the effect of molecular attraction is very larger than the above 

N2 + O2 system.18-19 In particular for the system involving the 

strong attraction like the hydrogen bond, the different ap

proach from the present model should be considered, for ex

ample, ^long-lived collision0.4-7-8 But, for H2 + H2 collision, for 

l,l-*2,0 transition, the contribution of molecular attraction 

increases the rate constant of the purely repulsive interaction 

by a factor of 1.73 and 1.41 at 300 and WOOK, respectively. 

At 3000K, moreover, the molecular attraction increases k(T) 

of the repulsive interaction by a factor as small as 1.22 only.
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Table 1. Energy Defects and the Ratios of the Rate Constant at 

295K for the Morse Potenti시 to the pur이y Repulsive Potential for 

Six Collision Pairs

System
Energy defect

(cm-1)
Ratio

‘4Nz(l) + O0)i4N2(O) + Q⑴ 774 3.533

”Nz ⑴ + C)2(0)f "N/O) + 0 ⑴ 696 3.354

12CO(1) + OJ0)f 性0(0) +。⑴ 587 3.484

*3co（i）+ojdco（o）+o2（i） 540 3.244

*0(1) + NJO)FCO(O) + NJl) -234 2.695

"CO ⑴ + NJO) ACO(O) + N2(1) -187 2.603

Table 2. Rate constants for HF(v) + HF(0)—HF(v-l) +비F⑴ at 

300K

Process
Orientation

average

3 = 0。“

02 = 65°
Kwok-Wikins*

2 + dl + l 113 8.5 9.9±3.0

3 + 02+1 21 9.8 15.7±6.0

4 + A3 + 1 7.2 10. 16.3 + 6.0

5 + 0T + 1 1.6 2.3 5.2 ±3.0

"reference 4. 4reference 23.

For H2 + H2 collision, D is only 33.3k, thus the ratios to be 

small. Therefore, for the system having the small molecular 

attraction, the use of the purely short-range interaction should 

be considerable.

On the other hand, in order to examine the contribution 

of molecular attraction for the energy mismatch, we have con

sidered several systems. The systems, the energy defects, and 

the ratios of the rate constants for the Morse potential to those 

for the purely repulsive potential are presented in Table 1. 

In this table, it is shown that the extent of the contribution 

of a molecular attraction is decreased as the energy mismatch 

becomes smaller, but the extent is considerably small. This 

fact is explicit from the mentioned above, that is, N2(^) + 

C)2(0)f NJzs 1) + O2(l), the energy mismatch is 745 cm-1 for 

0=1 and it decreases to 514 cm-1 for v= 10.

The orientation dependence of the VV rate constant is 

shown in Figure 3. This quantity is obtained from Eq.(18) 

before making the average over 伉 and 8眼 For % & = 0 or n,

i.e.,  the collinear configuration, the exchange is most efficient. 

The curve for the purely repulsive interaction shows that when 

the attractive force is neglected, the W energy exchange rate 

is significantly lower than that using the Morse potential near 

the collinear configuration. The average of k(T,6ir02)Gver 仇 

and 02, i.e., eq(20) is 2.136 xlO'17 at 295K, which is close to 

the observed value of 8.0 x 10 -18 20 If we take S = 0 and 02 = n, 

the result is 7.5 x lb”，indicating that the model calcualtion 

which considers only a collinear configuration can significantly 

overestimate VV energy exchange rate, because such con

figuration would produce more efficient collision than the 

oriented ones. That is, the VV rate constant calculated for 

collinear configuration is greater than those for Eq,(20) 

because it excludes less efficient collision with other orienta

tions. On the other hand, in the HF(^)4- HF(0)-*HF(r - 1) + 

HF(1), there is a strong attractive force between two HF 

molecules owing to the hydrogen-bond interaction. The 

energetically preferred orientation for such attraction is the

Figure 3. The orientation dependence of the VV rate constant for 

N2(l) + O2(0)-*Ni(0) + O2(l). The solid curve is calculated from Eq.(18) 

for the Morse potential and the broken curve is for the purely repulsive 

interaction.

interaction of the H atom of one molecule with F of the other. 

Thus, the molecules can neither make complete rotational mo

tion nor rapid translational motion. The equilibrium separa

tion re is 2.79A, = and ^ = 60-70°.2123 Shin etaL4 24 have

calculated the vibrational energy transfer probability on the 

base of the preferred orientation. They chose the equilibrium 

orientation angles to be 0lc = O°t 92e = 65o. To examine the 

orientation effect for this system, we calculated the energy 

exchange rate constants including the rotation average and 

the results are given in Table 2 with Shin's4 and experimen

tal data.25 As shown in the table, the results calculated for the 

preferred orientation agree with the experimental data more 

than those for rotation average. This fact shows that the model 

of the preferred orientation must be considered for the system 

having strong attraction thus the preferred orientation.
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Calculation of the Dipole Moments for the Coordination Compounds with Organic 
Ligands such as (C2HJ2SO, (C6H5)2SO, (C6H5)2SeO, (C6HS)3 AsO, 

(C6H5)3PBC13, and (C2H5)2OZrCl4

Sangwoon Ahn*, Hyungdoo Kim, and Euisuh Park

Department of Chemistry, Jeonbug National University, Jeonju 520, Received November 13, 1985

The dipole moments for some coordination compounds with organic ligands have been calculated adopting the molecuar or

bitals obtained from EHT calculation with modified technique. Adopting the molecular orbitals with the modified technique, 

the calculated dipole moments for all the coordination compounds with organic ligands give closer agreements with experi

mental values than those using the molecular orbitals obtained from EHT calculation. The calculated dipole moments suggest 

that (C2H5)2SO, (C6H5)2SO, and (C6H5)2SeO may have a trigonal planar structure and (C6H5)3AsO and (C6H5)3PBC13 a square 

planar structure and (C2H5)iOZrCl4 may be distorted markedly. This work may also indicate that the modified technique is 

superior to the EHT calculation as far as the dipole moment calculation is concerned.

Introduction

The vector additive method* was suggested by Thomson 

and he calculated the dipole moment of polyatomic molecules 

whose dipole moments can be considered as the resultant of 

the vectorial combination of the monents belonging to the in

dividual bonds. For a molecule containing n bonds of different 

types, the dipole moment is given by2

卩=£ I (1)

where 皿 is the moment characterizing the i th bond. Evalua

tion of the dipole moments of polyatomic molecules were tried 

to obtain accurate dipole moments assuming component bond 

moments could be treated vectorially as represented by equa

tion (1). However this approach, though roughly useful in many 

instances, failed to establish an exact additive principles 

because various intramolecular effects always operate in 

polyatomic molecules.

The quantum mechanical method of calculation for the 

dipole moments of polyatomic molecules has been developed 

after the vectorial scheme.2 In this approach of calculation, the 

dipole moment for a given compound is defined by the relation3

卩=_ e £ < 0 (1, 2, 3 I r£ I 0 (1, 2, 3 •••) > + e X ZsRj (2)
i J

where r, is the radius vector of the i th electron and 乙 and 

% are the charge of the j th atomic nucleus and its radius vec

tor, respectively. Such a quantum mechanical approach has 

enormous advantage over the vectorial additive method of 

calculation based on a set of empirically selected bond and 

group moments and enables all the effects not included in the 

framework of this scheme to be taken into account. However, 

the accuracy of dip이e moments calculated by the quantum 

mechanical approach is also seriously limited by the degree 

of approximation of the function 屮 to the true wave function 

of the molecule. Now, a fairly 용ood approximation to the true 

wave functions for complex molecules can be obtained only 

by using empirical and semiempirical methods.4

It is impossible to calculate the dip이e moments for coor

dination compounds with organic ligands such as (C2H5)2 S O 

for example. Therefore first we adopt the model which is us

ed to calculate the dipole moments for transition metal com

plexes,5 and secondly the modified technique in calculating 

the dipole moments for square pyramidal complexes. Thus 

we may adopt the two assumptions6 to apply the two ap 

proaches in dipole moments for coordination compounds with 

organic ligands in which the central metal atom in complexes 

may be replaced by the inorganic atom and all the inorganic 

ligands by organic ligands. Therefore, the coordination com

pounds with organic ligands may be considered to be organo 

metallic complexes in which only the central metal atoms are 

replaced by the inorganic atoms. We also assume that the 

trigonal planar symmetry is maintained for (C2H5)2SOt 

(C6H5)2SO and (C6H5)2SeO, the square planar symmetry for 

(C6H5)3AsO and (C6H5)3PBC13 and the square pyramidal sym

metry for (C2H5)2OZrCl4 even though two or three ligands in 

the coordination compounds are replaced by the organic


